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Conclusion
Across this work, a methodology of pattern extraction from event log data (medical history) using process mining is presented. This method has been applied on a study case 
using NHS data to improve sepsis relapse prediction. Moreover, the obtained process model highlights some particular medical events within patients’ history which will impact 
sepsis relapse risk. 
The presented study is a proof of concept. Performances are not sufficient to be used in routine, but as the use of replayability increases performances, the methodology is 
encouraging. Future work will be focused on working with more precise data in order to improve performances and develop a tool to be used in practice, to identify at an early 
stage patients with a risk of sepsis relapse.

Pattern extraction from medical history using process model optimization

Replayability (R) Medical history of training patients is structured in an event log
 of class 0 (no relapse within 1 year) and 1 (relapse within 1 year).

The replayability    is a measure, computed using an algorithmic 
procedure, which quantifies the ability of a process model  to represent a trace[2]. 

The idea behind the proposed method is the construction of a process model which well 
represents patients from    (relapse) while less representing traces from 
(no relapse). This optimization function   used during graph construction 
incorporates this idea. Thus, discriminative patterns from pathways of patients having 
relapse are extracted.
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Results
Results show that for patients with 
5 or more medical events, the 
addition of replayability within 
features increases performances 
in term of AUC** (from 0.59 to 
0.63).

Moreover, replayability takes an 
important place in decision tree 
construction as the first split of 
the tree is performed using 
replayability (R > 0.003) (fig 3.).

The result of optimization is a 
process model which shows 
extracted patterns of sepsis 
relapse within the medical history 
of patients. Thus, the visualization 
of such a process model provides 
insights to aid understanding of 
the risks of sepsis relapse. As a 
result, Leukemias, NHL*** or 
Neoplasms appear as particular 
events in medical history which 
are highly correlated with sepsis 
relapse (fig 4.).

Context
A definition for sepsis is ‘life-threatening organ dysfunction caused by a dysregulated 
host response to infection’ [1]. Understanding patients’ pathways for this pathology is 
relevant to improving care.

Claims data from the NHS have been used to map sepsis patients’ pathways. Patients 
with a sepsis episode in 2016 have been selected for inclusion. Medical events during the 
two years before and one year after sepsis have been analysed.  

As the risk of sepsis relapse is challenging to identify, the presented study focuses on 
sepsis relapse prediction using patients’ characteristics. For patients with an exhaustive 
medical history, inclusion information is not sufficient to predict sepsis relapse. An 
innovative methodology is proposed to use medical history structured in event logs, to 
improve prediction performances while maintaining the ability to explain predictions.

Experiment
For all patients, features are used to train a decision tree for relapse prediction at 
sepsis episode release. For patients with exhaustive medical history (5 or more 
medical events within the 2 years before sepsis episode), the proposed 
methodology of pattern extraction is used to enrich feature data with the 
replayability score (fig.2).

For each configuration, 80% of patients have been randomly selected as a 'train' set, 
the remaining 20% forming a 'test' set where area under the roc curve (AUC**) is 
computed as a performance measure. Decision tree (DT*) is used as a predictive 
algorithm, with maximum depth fixed as 4 for all models.
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Fig 2. Schematic representation of the experiment

Fig 1. Illustration of Process Mining results for patients' pathways analysis

Fig 3. First 4 conditions of decision tree 
in favor of sepsis relapse, obtained for 
patients with 5 or more medical events 
(features + replayability)

Fig 4. Resulting process model: 
pattern of sepsis relapse risk 
extracted from patients’ 
medical history 
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